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PLANNING DOCUMENT
UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
Plan to Meet Requirements for
ded
Protection of the President and the
Vice President of the United States
Subsequent td the assassination of President Kennedy,
the Secret Service initiated a number of studies to develop
improvements in the protection provided the President and
the Vice President.

The President's Commission on the

Assassination of President Kennedy also carried on similar
studies and has received voluminous material from the

v
Secret Service and other agencies .' In turn, the Commission
and its staff has made a number of informal comments and
suggestions to the Service .

In addition, the Secret Service

has also had the advice and assistance of the office of the
President's Scientific Advisor, the RAND Corporation, the
Research Analysis Corporation, and a number of officials froa
other Government agencies .
As a result of this activity, the Secret Service has made
a number of changes in its procedures and has reorganized some
of its internal operations . However, the Service believes
that this is not enough and that it is vital that immediate
action also be taken to improve its capabilities and performance
in a number of areas . In particular, we believe thats
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The Protective Research Section should be automated
and expanded so that it shy more effectively
Identity those who say vish to hares the President
or the Vice President ;

(2)

the

number of

'

agents in the field that are assigned

to protective work should ,be substantially.inarsaaed

'

so that better coverage can be given to potential
ris'cs and more thorough preparations made for
Presidential visits;
(3)

training for Secret Service agents should be

substantially

increased and placed on a store

systematic basis;
(4)
.

'_

additional agents should

be provided for protection

of the Vice President;
($)

the technical

capabilitise of the Service should be

substantially increased through additional trained
personnel and
(6)

equipment;

a number of devices

and

should be acquired that will

provide physical protection for the President in
various situations .

In order to implement

these

developed this plan which states

requirements,

the Service has

in detail the manpower,

equipment,

and other related support which is needed and the Justification
therefor .

The implementation

of the plan

will

take approximatellr

20 months from the time that it is approved and funds
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be expended .
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Peseargand Countermeasures Unit.

17 special Agents
5 ADP Employees

The present vomplewent

of this Unit consists of one Assistant Special Agent in Charge,
one Special Agent and one 9ewrity Specialist, in addition to the
Special Agent in Charge . Two additional Security Specialists have
been authorised in the 1965 appropriation and are now being
recruited. One additional Special Agent is needed to staff
three teams, each consisting of one Special Agent and one Security
Specialist . The Assistant Special Agent In Charge . rill be a
member of one team .
The basic duties of this Unit are to Check ani ensure the
technical security of various locations used by the President,
the Vice President, and others in the ifte House: The details
are classified, but this has become an increasingly difficult
and important task. Three teams are essential to the Conduct
of the countermeasures operation oosimitmenrts of this Unit,
both an a regular basis in Washington end during trawls of
the President and to assist the Special Agent In, Charge in
research and development work .
ftotect ve-Secnuity Malt
. Sine additional Special Agents
are needed as Advance Special Agents to travel with the White House
Detail Advance Agents .

One of the most important AnCtions of

the PRS is to work with the intelligence units and records and
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files units of loaf enforcement agencies in order to identity
possible assassins who say have come to the attention of 1oea1
agencies .

Prior to the sssassination of President 8enne4y,

an each Presidential trip, a single advance man worked with
local agencies to develop plans for the President's physical
protection, the route he would follow, *to., and also, earrisd
out liaison duties with local agencies to try to identity
individuals potentially dangerous to the President.

Since

the assassination these duties have been split between two
or score agents, and on the basis of our experience in the
past ei$rt months w believe it is essential that, for each
Presidential trip, at least one agent spend his. full time
working directly with local law enforcement agencies, mental
hospitals, detention and work camps and similar institutions .
However, it has been possible to use two or more agents, rather
than one, for this advance work only by pulling field agents
off their regular assignments.

This has been detrimental to

the operations of the field offices, and w believe permanent
arrangements should be made .

Based on Presidential travel

patterns of the last few years, six agents are required.
24 Hour Cove_Mfor PR9.

Fin additional. special agents

are needed to provide for 21, hour coverage and operation of
the Protective-Security and Research-Countsmoaa"s Units.
At present PRS does not maintain a 24 hour duty watch because
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sufficient personnel are not available.

We belie" this creates

an undesirable risk . Emergencies happen 24 hours a day, but
without a duty officer the reaction time of P2S is slower them
it should be because qualified agents least be summoned from
'hose. In the event of a rapid Presidential movement or of
reports of a oommnmications compromise or of a serious risk to
the President, unfortunate oonsequenoee could flow from a
delay of a few hours in carrying out the duties assigned to
PR3.

We therefore belie" a 24 hour duty agent should be

provided for. This will require five additional agents .
ADP Technical 3necialists .

After preliminary study

we have reached the omo7usion that it is essential that the
present PRS file system covering potential risks to the
President must be automated.

Rapdd retrieval of information

and evaluation of risks is presently handicapped

manually

indexed file cards and reports covering hundreds of thousands
of subjects and incidents. The equipment needed and the procedures vAich we propose to follow are more fully discussed
in the section under ADP Feasibility Study.

In general,

our pressing need is for qualified personnel to plan and
develop a workable and efficient automated file and retrieval
system .
The minimum amber of personnel needed to mata a thorough
feasibility

study of such a program, to reflas it and to .develop

by trial and wror,Am rive employees . Two of the** rust be
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expert programmers, in Grades 03-13 or GS-1t,, and the remaining
three to support their efforts would be Technicians and Operators
with grades GS-7 to GS-Q .
This number of qualified persons, to make a thorough and
competent study and develop a workable plan, is the essential
first step to revision of our present system, and it is also
least
in the long run the
costly war to solve our present
problem .

It it clear that development of this file system

will take a number of years.

A nucleus of technically competent

ADP specialists is essential to this project, and we are advised
by experts in this field that this number of specialists will
~ probably meet only our minimum requirements .
Liaison officers .

The establishment of personal liaison

with all law enforcement and intelligence ag=cis* and others
at the seat of Governnept is essential to insure that WO reeeivs
information an all organisations and indivi?vale who pose a
threat to the security of the President and others mom we
protect, and further that we receive the proper information
needed to make our evaluations .

on the basis of eight months

of experimentation we are convinced that. this can be acaomplisbed
only through personal contact by liaison agents .
-

The aftermath of the assassination of President Kennedy

demonstrated beyond any doubt that the exchange of iafbrmstion
among the intelligopoe Community concerning persons potsntiaW
dangerous to the President was inadequate . Mass that time
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we have tried to improve the situation througb use of a number
of different gstems . We have circulated a formal request
for information= we have made end maintained personal contacts
vd,th

all the other agencies and we have revised our systea for

processing information. but we are convinced that liaison
officers are required .

This is so not only because we are

doubtful that the present flow of infornwtioo is complete
but also because it is the only %sy w Can hope to got infbrrLion or follow-up material quickly.

thick results are

absolutely essential for information . required with respect to
Presidential trips . Ths'nse of liaison officers is the arsten
generally followed in the intelligenos community

tr

other

agencies . We believe five such officers era the rinimua that
we will require.
DATA MOCSSSING
EM DP EMsibuity Study .

. . . . . . . . . .

.10,000.00

The expanded receipt of information is Fit9
froz the ifte House Mall Hoosc, from other law
enforcemnt and intelligence agencies, and other
sources requires that our present hand-operated file
system be completely overhauled and that an automated
system be installed for the handling of the infomation . The hilt Corporation has been consulted, and
they have arnlysed our basic probleas, They proposed
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(1)

Handle security investigations at as estimated
amru91 rate of 12,500 which should be referred to
the field froa the 50,000 information items which
are expected to be received in Plsoal Year 1965
by the PAS for evaluation and analysis as a result
of revised Pft$ activities and liaison activities .
Evaluation of the material received since November 22
indicates that we can expect to receive a greatly
expanded volume of reports requiring investigation .
In the last six months we have received approximately
32,K00 reports as opposed to 12,500 in the previous
six months .

It seems clear that this. number will

reach 55,000 daring FU cal Year 1966 . faperienoe
has indicated that we should refer to the field
appraximtely one out of every four infbrmatioa .
items for further investigation .

Thus by 1966

w can expect to haw 11,.000 items

goW

to the

field for investigation .
(2)

Be available when the President is in travel status
to keep track of &Woe locate an estimated minimum
of 25 known dangerous persons. They would assist
in coordinating the surveillanoe on persons considered to be dangerous risks as wall as taking
other means to neutralise these risks during trips
of the President.

L
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Assist the White House Detail Special Agents on
advance assignments and surveys prior to
Presidential end Vice Presidential visits .
Conduct periodic aheok-ups on known FRS risks
Such activities require a considerable part
of special agents' tins and, because of lilted
personnel, have necessarily been curtailed.
Keep current pending investigations on estremist
organisations and to keep the Protective
Research Section and

the

White House Detail aware

of the activities of these orpaaisations as they
relate to the security of the President.

This

would be done by maintaining a close working
relationship with all Federal, State, and local
law enforcement and intelligence agencies within
the territory covered by their field offices to

insure prompt and complete reporting by those

of the

agencies on matters involving security
President and the Vice President.
(6)

9e used during expanded building canvasses and
surveys recorwmended

bar

route

the Research Analysis Corpora-

tion which involves the development and
librar7 of both films and maps

of city

use of a

streets and

the analysis thereof to identity high risk areas

and locations.
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(7)

Lower the ratio of pending oases per special agent
from approximately 110 to a more workable figure,

though it would do relatively little to bring
this ratio down

to the ideal

of approximately ZS

cases to a mean .
(B)

Provent

the present stripping of offices for

special

details and assignments relating to

Presidential security .
(9)
(10)

Assure more prompt and thorough reports on an as
and
investigative
protective assignments.
Allow the necessary constant in-service training
prograa in protection techniques and developments
as rsooanended by the Research Analysis Corpora
tion and the Sand Corporation.

Subsequent to the assassination, the Secret Service
has developed new procedures designed to provide additional
protection to the President while he is travelling . These
procedures include surveys of buildings on the route of
a (residential motorcade aM the posting of agents along
the route .

Because the Service has

relatively few

agents

available, it has called an other Federal law enforcement
agencies for help is connection with those now procedures .
From February u,

1964 through June 30, 1964, the Service

has received 9,515 man hours of assistance fror 670 persoansl
of other Federal agencies. The Service believes that sells
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on other agencies should be kept to a minimum both because
it puts a strain on their resources and because its own
trained agents are bettor qualified to perform protective
duties .

The new field agents requested should pefrmit the

Service to take oars of mot of this work idth its am
personnel and restrict its call on other agencies to
emergency situations .
CLERICAL AND AD",IJISTRATM SUPPC-tT . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 Cleaks
(This number includes 15 clerks requested in our 1966 budget .)
Additional clerical assistance would furnish the required
clerical support to the expanded program relative to the investigation ,and the control of the additional Protective

on

Research activities in the field and at Headquarters .

an average we need 1 clerk for every 2.5 special agents .
Fifty clerks would provide the required support for the
new special agents recommended.

Host of this clerical force

would be assigned to the larger offices of the Secret Service
which receive the large volmse of referrals to insure the
prompt submission of the necessary investigative and protective reports and to free special agent personnel for
investigative duties .
Hr,ADQUARTFI3S DLTAIL . . a . a . . . a a . a . a . . a

18 Special Agents

Eighteen additional special agents are requested for permanent

LDMED OMCIAL
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assignment to Headquarters for intensive training and for assigaaunt as required to the White House Detail .

Developments in transportation have revolutionized
Presidential travel, and the development of various devices
in the field of Presidential protection hat greatly increased
the training requirements for each agent .

Whereas Presidents

formerly travelled by secure trains, they now travel by air
and motorcade ifch require the employment of many more agents.
i~hcreas an agent formerly needed only to know how to we a
pistol, he now must be able to employ zwV other types of
weapons and technical devices.

The am of these developments

is that we need more agents available rhes the President
travels, and we need a better way to provide systematic
on-the-fob training for agents .
To meet this need in belie" we should establish a
headquarters pool of approximately 18 special agents .

The

primary duty of the pool world be to supplement the white
House Detail at the time of Presidential travel movements .
But when not so employed, special agents assigned to the
pool would receive training do firearms use, use of special
weapons,

crowd control, handling of robs, handling of

psychotic persons, use of tear gas, high-pitch sound devices,
and other similar techniques .

Saab training would be con-

tinuous, and assigmemts to the pool would be rotated on a
regular, plan to provide for training of all special agents .

LIMITSQ_MIQAL USA
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This pool would also provide manpower four advance surveys,
sick and annual leave, and special assignments.

Rxperienced

agents would be rotated into the pool from time to time, but
it would also consist in part of newly recruited agents .

Through

the pool it would be possible to give a mush better indoctrination
in Presidential protection to all field agents .

In tisws of

emergency this would be as indispensable reservoir that we would
be able to call on .
We believe that a systematic a»d tindble pool as described
is long overdue.
UPA',;DZD AND WRQVED

TRAInI' FACILITIES

Expanded and improved training facilities will be required
for the training of all Servios personnel and also for the
proposed Headquarters Details
The limitations of the present facility have long been

recognised, and in 1961 definite place were laid and as
new
aotive program started to develop a
training facility
to meet the particular needs of the Service. The present

facility is inadequate in that it does not provide necessary .
class room accommodations and is too small to be expanded
for now and vitally needed training.

In addition, its operations

constitute a hasard to visitors to the Rational Arboretum where
it is located.
A site was found at the Agricultural Ressarob Center at
Beltsville, Md. Through cooperation of the Departmwt
Agriculture, the site will. be available when needed .
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The General Services Administration has boon most cooperative in assisting in the development of the new facility
and is now oompletint a detailed prospectus .

It has included

a request for fords in its budget .
This near training center will provide not only for all
phases of Secret Service operations but for Ubite House
Police Force and Treasury Guard force .

It

will

be particularly

helpful in new progress for expanded training in ocnnoction
with our protective responsibilities .

These include training

in the we of sazW types of wapons esters safety is a factor .
They also include specialised training regarding tsahniques
to be used with the Presidential automobile and follow-up
vehicles .

Adequate apace will be available at the now ouster

for simulated conditions using vehicles and other items
under favorable conditions for training .

PROTECTION QF THS VICS MUM= . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 Special.
The U. 8. Secret Service was

tection for

authorized to

provide pro-

the Vies President bar Public Law 87-829,, signed

Qotobar 13, 1962 .

A protective detail was established on that

acme date to carry out the responsibility.

A request for

supplemental funds was su4aitted to the Congress to provide
for 19 agents and 1 clerk to marry out the protective assignsmsnts through fiscal Year 1963 .
was approved .

This supplemental request

In the 1964 budget, a request was made for

LIHX?iD Q.
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Surds to provide 35 agents and 1' cleric, representing an increase
of 16 &&ants over the number requested to the Supplemental of
In House caeport go . 179, the Hcuse denied 26 positions

1963 .

and reduced the budget request to provide for sriV 10 agents
for the Vice Presidential Detail .

The recommandation of the

Douse further stated that the entire resources of the field
should be drawn upon as needed to audmnt such security .
Thxofore, an appeal for restoration of the 26 positions for
Vice Presidential protection was not m4s to the Senate
Appropriations Committee. The offset of the House reduction
wan to reduce the Vice Presidential Detail by 10 positions
boo

the number provided for in the 1963 Suppleutantal Hegnsst .
At the presaut ties, the Via* Presidential Detail consists

of 10 protective positions. The need for additional special
&&ants is obvious.

Ten agents cannot provide full protection

24 hours a diyr in Washington and wherever the Vice President
travels . Therefore,, a request for 25 additional special
agents is being made in order that the U. 8. Secret Service
say properly discharge its responsibilities under Publle Law
87-829 .
Allocation otEereomel on
iirs fitejdtie1 neteil
The full complement of e"lmyoss assigned to protection
of the Vice President will provide not nose than four physically
with the Vice President at axr sea ties . Dsoause of the
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continuing need

for

special agents

to make

advance surveys

travel and public appoaranoss, it AU often be much less .

following breakdown iedisates

for
The

the disposition of the total number

of saployeee, as "u as the computation used to determine

the

number requiredi
in,a'8

ituston (2ovexcn T

12Mid, -6AM
56 hrs.
4 (2 at residence)

Jovegg,C w*ek)

BAN -LP`
56 hrs.
6 (2 at resideace)e

1PH-12vid.
56 hrs .
6 (2 at,residsnoe)a

ewunt also do required surveys for travel
no" OntsIJ,e tjashjaston
12 Laid, - 6 JIM
56 hrs.
i

1

2 HIAa
36 hrs.
1

hrs.

Commutation of scannuowor.,lt~ui_r
16 Posts 6 S6 hours - 25 .88 seen
3 Posts it 56 hours -'4.85 ow
Supervisors
i'lerloal
Drivers
*Per
104
18
10
8
140

(eve below)

26e

5
2
1

Total

Year
days off (Saturday-3Wsdq)
days annual lea"
days sick leave
NQ1iduy~
days off per year

Each special agent will
or 1800 hours.

be scheduled to work 225 days per year -

16 Posts 0 56 hours per week - 46,592 hours or 25 .88 am
3 posts 0 56,hours per weak,
8,746 hours - 4.85 man
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TeoJ} nical and Protective &auinmsat and Aids for
Ar--)nts and i'ernonne bel!lg Eegtsated . andHe1atal H
kil n-rnt and DevelODMnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 329,500 .00

Protective blankets . . . . . . . . . .
tody armor and protection . . . . . . .
Speaking and Reviewing Stands Protection
Chairs and Seats . . . . . . . . . . ., .
Special Protective Squiprasnt and
Devices for a Second AutowbIle . . . .

.
.
.
.

. $ 1,000
.
1,000
.
45,000
.
21,000

. .

i 323,500

r

Bztensive research into use of mylon protective blankets
shows that

they

afford a considerable degree of protection against

all kinds of sm,ll eaplosiws.

Research on protection of the

body of an individual has developed vests and other Iteas which
are light in weight 4nt offer vital protection in situations ' .
which would require special agents to we their bodies to
protect tbt President .
of speaking stands and

Research has boon dons on protection
rsviswim

'

stands wad it has been shore

that it is possible to offer the President or other person
protection at parades, athletic events, wad einilrr places
necessary to face large erords for extended periods.

Where it it

Much thought and activity has gone into having the protection
adequate but nmobtrasive and the stands of conventional
appearance . The sans is true of chain and seats for woo on
such stands .
Based on recent Presidential travel patterns, the Service
believes that a second protected vehiolo is aeessesry.
total cost

of sea*

The

a vehisu is bj* beeves . of the rose"."
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and wnufacturing costs required fbr the development and production of the protective futures of the vehicle.

Kuab has

already been dons and studios, research, and tests are
continuing in order to after the noxinsee protection, but to
keep the vehicle In appearance mach lib a conventional auto.
mobile
The completion of the research and the actual
production of the protective equipment will cost $255,500 .
"mousing . 00'*

$

too too . . 0660 . . . .

10,000 .00

v

As stated above, the Service believes that " second
protected vehicle for the President is required .

This

is time cost of such a vehicle without protective
features .
White
Hou
Fence
Intrusion Detection for
tsstimated Cost) . . . . . . . . .
. -. . . . . .

30,000 .00

Such a system has been under study for a number
of years and one which, appears to meet the requirements has been invented and a prototype is currently
being tested .

The above f4nds would equip the present

fence with this feature .

This feature is wed

extensively in industrial end security areas, and
we feel it is essential.
t
. r enc
izstimated Cost) . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . .

23,000 .00

This program would place emerPAV lights along
the inside base of the fence and inside large areas
of dense shrubbery.

Again, this is a standard feature

for security and industrial installations .

We

feel

it is essential.
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The foliating programs and devises are being researched,
but no request is being made for herds at this timat
An invisible radar lento for use Lt perimeter protection
has boon under development for several years.

A prototype

unit is scheduled for delivery is the Jeorvt Service within
the near future .

`

Intensive research in leans fbr detecting soncealed
weapons on people has been in peogross fcr a otmdier of months .
This need was researched a few years ago with negative rowltsl
however, new knowledge on the "awtring phenowsmon has boom
developed in resent years and it appears that the carrme"

study may lead to effective gun detection equipment.
The Bell Telephone laboratories have developed a
procedure for tanking a comparative identification of
human voices . The process is called "voics printing ."
Some test samples hags been examined for us bF the Bell
Laboratory and plans are being completed for use of this
aid in connection tdth threatening telephone Balls. The
"voice print" analysis equipment is mat fret available ten
purchase .
An extensive study is well advanced on surveys of
mor.oreade routes to determine it azW Improvements am be
made in assessing the risk of an ambush attack as related
to the vantage point and oonsealment aspects of the various
building and terrain features along the routs .

Bwe trial

rows of new approaches to this prublsr have been wade aM
more are soatemplated .

IMITe g[FICIIAL
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A number of research projects are in progresu is as effort
to fled additional eon-lethal dotorrenta or oounu~4sures
that eight be effective in neutralising either indivisbals or '
crowds under threatening sirswrstaneue or during so attack .
Some of the studies are encouraging but will aced a considerable
amount of further research study .
A system fbr detooting that a ballet has been fired In
nearing completion of the research and development stage .
Preliminary tests indicate the equipment to be quite reliable .
Consideration to currently being given to use of this equipment
on the Presidential antoroldles, aircraft, speaking stands, etc.
Extensive studies hrnvo been made an the hazards and crash
survivability situation relating to the Presidential heliooptero .
The results of these evaluations are currently under study by
personnel responsible for these aircraft, with the view of .
adopting akp feasible suggestions that would !aprons the
security of the President.
One closed circuit TV system has boon in test operation
as as aid to security at the White House for over a year .
Additional gate" are being programed for installation at
othor Mite House loeations %hare they would contribute to
the overall protective capability .
Desigas have boon completed and plans are rose to
rebuild the White House fence gates to strengthen them against
breakthrough b a vehiolo crash.
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An extensive lswg range
ago, and will continm
purpose of

for

program w e

initiated several years

some years in the future,

fire hasards in the %bite

redwing

the

for

House bye modifying

oonatruotion and eliminating inflamnble rterials .
A new lack systa has been designed

fbr

the Mdto pens. aM

implementation is sontinuing.
Additional studies and ressarsh
are receiving attention
in the

adoption

and sobs of

projects of
these should

lesser

smgpitude'

evsotu*W result

to i pMw t@abaigws or oquipnsnt .

Furniture and Qffice Hauirmont . . . . . . . . . . . .

S

A,000 .00

Additional persomnsl %ill require the expenditure
of an average of 4150
related items .

per person leer desk,

chair,

seed

In addition, 40 eltetrio typewriters

'

for stenographer-typists rill-re requited at ma
estimated eost Of $300 sash, f'ee a total awant of
approximatall 451.000.00 .
kuidnsmt for syssial Aments . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Item of equipment nsoesaary to oatfit a
spseial agssL include a rs+wiver, holster, eartridge
case, bade, oomiasloa book, instrnetional Manual
and handcuffs .
is 4100 per

man.

The

a"rap seat of tMe equipment

To equip 2DS additionah spoeiai

agents - 1 0,500.00.

Commissro~ Elxrsrr 1053-A-C'outirmed

2D$500.00

f-.ob

o

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3,A1,A00 .00

101 automobiles a $1,800 oath)

Investigators ongagod on criminal investigative
writ and on protootive assigawats must have adequate
atitomobdls transportation available day and night .
Our long oocperienoe has shorn that approximately one
ear for each two special agents is the minion snmboe
required .

On this basis, 301 ears are required iw

an additional 203 special agents .

Tw-Wax Radio Yocmunioa~ti4ns for

a . . . . .

Ol 1 C

dS,aS0 .00

Special agents engaged in criminal invosti"
gativv work and on protective assignments oat
be" adequate mobile omminications .

Two-nay

mobile radios in official automobiles are the
most effective method of es®snieation, and quickly
repay their cost is better utilisation of the time
of the investigators .

In those areas where the

Secret service does not maintain its ow stations,
the mobile sets are on the sae frequency as local
or state police .

This net only enables this Service

to keep in close contest with the investigator, bet
gives him as imsdato ~w to oestaot in sees
of trouble .

kRM
Commzssio-,

=a& us

EXHIBIT 10:-13-A-Continued

.

LMr4D ogaaUu,. uas

RBLATN AMoia r"MUrrs
?ravel Thuds . . . 609
.94 . . . 000 . . S o s
.6

i 164,000.00

The nature of the duties of secret Serfloe
'Special Amts requires considerable travel .

Our

actual experience has Owes that the aeausl travel

oat per special agent is about W00. We aipost
this cat to be the same - or pefiaps Giver for the new spats .

This rate for 203 addiUoeal

special &dome edakse the regriresent total
1161,,000 .00.
AddiC xonal 9ace . . . : so* . . . . .

o
.
.
.**
*
,

This sum is requested to provide for the new
personnel and activities requested .

It la a noer

recurring item became it will provide for acvind
and payment for the soot for the first read there
after the scat will be pig

b

General Services

Administration end tarried in that budget .
There !s al"a4 a sAartase of space

is the

Secret sorvieo, tspeeial?, it washingto% and

ease

of the requirsment ws4d relieve that ahsrtap.

Then is so "all" dspabilityr at this ties .
epeifissW, spars wwaU be noodod for the
fouswind souritiess

!_mites f~fICL AV. ilsl
Commissrox

ESHIRIT 10-53-A-Contin

tied

-A0,000.00
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To provide additional apses for wqmWied
training br the Seadgearters *Peel" Trainir4
Detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

2,000 eg, ft .

To provide four invested slerieal personnel
'at Msadgaartors, in Statistics, Files and
keeords, PgreU, Purchase and fpply s '

, .

Ascounts and Audit S"Ueas, saed Offles of
Assistant Chief. . * so . . . . see **see . 5,000 q. ft .
To provide far Wtpnded astivitios of
Protective Research Seetien. . . . . . . . . . .

2,000 sq. "ft .

'!e provide *pass fbr ADP Programme

1,000 M" h .

and related aetivitios . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To provide an average of +100 sgaare feet

,

of spans la 15 field effiees to aeeoirrsdate
q. it.

increased work lead of ssearli r oases. . . . .
Total 16,000 q. ft . at an average sort
of ".00 per square foot " $!0,000 .00.

A.AQional Cost of Printiu. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Based on the ws" of additional eaployaes
regwsted, end the pros" rate of printiu cost,
as additional $10,000 %ill be required .

The added

saplofee cost in this eanns"ien Will cover MW
nasesew ds'aALaa art instrrotional neowwwa, .

Commzssio~ EXHIBIT 1053-A-Continued

740-538 0-64-vol . XVIII--59

s

10,000.00

r

LIMLTtD a1rtciu. uaz
24
the printir4 of afitisoal instnstimal
Manuals, On ali subjtits ranging trm ottiss
administration to protective m vow Y01k
and operations of protective details .
M*Mce for 101 Autesobilss . . . . . . . . . .
Our atperisnce to operatim a neat of

.

`

gA,AAA.00

'

satanbilos is investigative and protective work
*here that the annual vest for mintemnee and
repair* is about $M por ear .

This rate for LA1

additima1 autesobilss mekoe a tKal need o!
-is0,800 .0A .
Tonal Cest et lalenhexne 0*ssnniO~tiotu . . . . r,
.

Used as the prosamt east et telsphoos

eesemoaiestisns, the additional smploysss regaosted
will mate a mead ibr , at least $10,000 is oldie
tional telsphom serried End tall sharps .
Protective aasipmeate, being et on a rgent nature,
and " smalls with vse7 lilted tine auorsae",
eWxe nessesary the use of tel"bom to a :roster
extent than MA usual tavostigatiro aseipamts .
TranatK Dt SftlOlm . . . . . . * 000 . 60000'
Names et the orput mature of the ewpwAsd
protectim Program, it IM be oeoosweir to transfer ,
emporiwiss ape"

opens

hf Pessam loatlem

Commissro~ EXHIBIT 1033-A-Continued

lA,A00 .00

2,W:3 ?ow .4Q

COMMISSION EXHIBIT 1053-A-Continued
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